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Neural Response to Self- and Other Referential
Praise and Criticism in Generalized Social Phobia
Karina Blair, PhD; Marilla Geraci, RN; Jeffrey Devido, BA; Daniel McCaffrey, BA; Gang Chen, PhD;
Meena Vythilingam, MD; Pamela Ng, BA; Nick Hollon, BA; Matthew Jones, BA; R. J. R. Blair, PhD; Daniel S. Pine, MD

Context: Generalized social phobia (GSP) is character-

ized by fear/avoidance of social situations. Previous studies have examined the neural responses in GSP to one
class of social stimuli, facial expressions. However, studies have not examined the neural response in GSP to another equally important class of social stimuli, the communication of praise or criticism.
Objective: To examine the neural response to receipt

of praise or criticism in GSP; specifically, to determine
whether patients with GSP show an increased response
to the receipt of both praise and criticism and whether
self-relevance modulates this relationship.
Design: Case-control study.
Setting: Government clinical research institute.
Participants: Unmedicated individuals with GSP (n=17)

and age-, IQ-, and sex-matched healthy comparison individuals (n=17).
Main Outcome Measure: Blood oxygenation level–
dependent signal, as measured via functional magnetic
resonance imaging. During functional magnetic reso-

nance imaging scans, individuals read positive (eg, You
are beautiful), negative (eg, You are ugly), and neutral
(eg, You are human) comments that could be either about
the self or about somebody else (eg, He is beautiful).
Results: Hypothesized significant group⫻valence⫻referent
interactions were observed within regions of the medial prefrontal cortex and bilateral amygdala. In these regions, the
patients with GSP showed significantly increased blood oxygenation level–dependent responses, relative to comparison individuals, to negative comments (criticism) referring to themselves. However, in contrast, there were no
significant group differences with respect to negative comments referring to others or neutral or positive comments
referring to self or others.
Conclusions: These results implicate the medial prefrontal cortex, involved in the representation of the self,
together with the amygdala, in the pathophysiology of
GSP. Further, findings demonstrate a meaningful effect
of psychological context on neural-circuitry hyperactivity in GSP.
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ENERALIZED SOCIAL PHObia (GSP) is characterized by fear/avoidance of
social situations and fear
of being judged negatively by others. It is the most common
anxiety disorder in the general population, with the lifetime prevalence estimated at 13.3%,1,2 and it is associated with
a high risk for depression, alcohol and drug
abuse, and suicide.1,3
Unsurprisingly, given the disorder’s core
features, laboratory-based studies with GSP
have typically involved the presentation of
social stimuli, particularly facial expression.4-13 The behavioral and physiological
literature emphasize GSP-related difficulties specifically in the processing of negative valence expressions. However, imaging
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studies find more generalized perturbation in facial expression processing. Thus,
functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) studies have indicated that GSP
involves increased activity in several regions, including the amygdala and anterior cingulate, to various facial expressions, including harsh,11 angry,4,5,8,9 fearful,4,5
disgusted,6 happy,8 and neutral5,10 expressions. That is, GSP appears to involve increased responsiveness to social stimuli in
emotion-relevant brain regions regardless
of valence.
There are complexities, however, inherent in the use of facial stimuli. In particular, attention modulates the response to
facial expressions both in healthy individuals14-16 and patients.17,18 Moreover, abnormalities in a region critically implicated in
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GSP, the amygdala, influence attention to emotionalexpression stimuli.19,20 Indeed, patients with GSP have been
observed to show anomalous attentional responses21,22 to
facial stimuli. Finally, based on the nature of hypersensitivities in GSP, all face types, even those expressing neutral or positive emotion, have the potential to convey threatening information to patients with GSP. Therefore, the
degree to which current findings in GSP implicate valencespecific perturbations remains unclear.
The goal of the current study was to examine response
of patients with GSP to another class of social signal: receiving language-based praise or criticism. Such stimuli
can be subtly, but precisely, manipulated to probe for specific hypersensitivities in GSP by manipulating target variables while keeping other parameters constant. Thus, it
is possible through simple adjective substitutions (eg, ugly,
beautiful) to alter dramatically a sentence’s valence and
potential threat relevance in GSP. Similarly, by manipulating only subjective personal pronouns (eg, you, she),
it is possible to precisely manipulate whether a sentence
is self-referential or not. Studies with healthy populations examining self-referential–type processing have demonstrated an effect of self-processing as well as mentalizing about other people’s mental states on engagement of
the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC).23-29 Previous work
on information-processing biases suggests that GSP involves an abnormal tendency to retrospectively ruminate30,31 and to appraise the self negatively, based on either
self-generated or external cues.31 Therefore, given prior data
implicating the MPFC in self-referential reasoning,23-28 work
on information-processing biases indirectly implicates the
MPFC in the pathophysiology of GSP. Moreover, emerging evidence more directly implicates MPFC hyperactivity in pediatric anxiety disorders, specifically during selfreferentialtasks.17 However,toourknowledge,self-referential
processing has not been investigated in patients with GSP.
In short, we used a novel verbal comment–based paradigm to implement a 2 (referential target: self or other) ⫻3
(valence: negative, neutral, and positive) ⫻2 (group: GSP,
healthy comparison [HC]) design. This enabled us to address the following 2 principal questions: First, do patients with GSP show an increased response to the comments regardless of the comments’ valence? Second, do
patients with GSP show an increased response to the comments regardless of the comments’ self-relevance? The core
descriptor of GSP involves fear of being evaluated negatively by others, and prior work demonstrates increased sensitivity to negative social feedback, specifically, on conditioning tasks.32 Accordingly, we hypothesize that GSP
involves hyperresponsiveness, specifically, to selfreferential criticism. If so, patients with GSP will show, specifically to self-referential criticism, increased responses
within the MPFC and possibly emotion-relevant regions,
such as the amygdala. However, the current study uses a
novel paradigm, and prior work demonstrates a link between praise and negatively experienced embarrassment,
as well as an increased propensity for embarrassment in
GSP. Therefore, it also is possible that patients with GSP
show atypically increased responses to self-referential praise.
If so, one would expect patients with GSP to show increased responses within the MPFC and possibly emotionrelevant regions, such as the amygdala, to both self-

Table 1. Subject Characteristics
Mean (SE)

Age, y
Sex, No.
F
M
Race, No.
White
African American
Asian
IQ
LSAS-SR
BAI
IDS

Patients
With GSP
(n = 17)

Healthy
Subjects
(n = 17)

35.1 (2.47)

29.7 (2.28)

6
11
14
2
1
115.6 (2.80)
61.4 (5.09)
7.4 (1.77)
10.1 (1.73)

P
Value
.12
.49

9
8
13
3
1
120.4 (2.55)
18.9 (3.17)
2.9 (0.88)
4.2 (0.95)

.22
⬍.001
⬍.05
⬍.01

Abbreviations: BAI, Beck Anxiety Inventory; GSP, generalized social
phobia; IDS, Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology; LSAS-SR, Liebowitz
Social Anxiety Scale self-report.

referential criticism and praise, as opposed to criticism in
particular. This study tests these contrasting predictions.
METHODS

SUBJECTS
This study included 17 patients with GSP and 17 HC individuals, group matched on age, sex, and IQ (Table 1). Subjects
were recruited from advertisements approved by the National
Institute of Mental Health institutional review board.
Subjects with GSP had to meet criteria for GSP according
to the DSM-IV (1994) criteria based on the Structural Clinical
Interview for DSM-IV Axis I disorders33 and a confirmatory clinical interview by a board-certified psychiatrist (D.S.P.). No patient with GSP had another Axis I diagnosis; all were currently
medication-free. Healthy comparisons were excluded if they had
a history of any psychiatric illness. All subjects were in good
physical health, as confirmed by a complete physical examination, and provided written informed consent. Patients with
GSP reported significantly greater depression, social anxiety,
and general anxiety than the HCs (Table 1).

BEHAVIORAL TASK
Subjects viewed comments that varied according to referential target such that the comment could either be about themselves (eg,
You’re a genius) or about somebody else (eg, She’s a genius). In
addition, the comments could be negative (eg, You’re an idiot;
She’s an idiot), neutral (eg, You’re a human; She’s a human), or
positive (You’re a genius; She’s a genius). Thirty-two negative,
32 positive, and 32 neutral comments, matched on number of
letters and words, were used in the study. Moreover, care was taken
to ensure that the framing of the comments was consistent across
the 3 valences (eg, You are sexy looking; You are ugly looking;
You are average looking). Prior to scanning, subjects were told
that they would view different comments and that the comments could either be about themselves or somebody else. They
were told to think about somebody whose opinion they really care
about saying the comments. For each comment, regardless of referent target or valence, subjects were simply required to press a
button with their left hand when they had read the comment. The
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task involved no feedback. Each comment was presented for 2500
milliseconds with a 500-millisecond interstimulus interval and
was presented in a fully randomized order within each run, such
that the time at which any specific comment occurred was random throughout the experiment. In addition, for each experimental run, 34 trial-length fixation points were presented between the stimuli (4 at the beginning of the run, 4 at the end of
the run, and 26 randomized throughout the run). These stimuli
provided an implicit baseline against which all other events could
be contrasted. Moreover, the inclusion of such “null events,” which
occurred randomly throughout the run, further ensured that the
timing of each experimental stimulus event occurred randomly.
This excluded the possibility that timing-related factors differentially influenced neural responses to one or another event class.
In addition to 34 null events, each run included 8 negative
comments about the self, 8 negative comments about a male
other, 8 negative comments about a female other, 8 neutral comments about the self, 8 neutral comments about a male other,
8 neutral comments about a female other, 8 positive comments about the self, 8 positive comments about a male other,
and 8 positive comments about a female other, resulting in a
total of 72 comments per run. Thus, the 72 comments and 34
null events combined to produce runs of 106 stimuli. Subjects
completed 4 randomly presented runs.
Following EPI acquisition, subjects rated each individual
comment on a 7-point Likert scale, according to how the comments made them feel, where 1=extremely unhappy, 4=neither unhappy nor happy, and 7=extremely happy.

fMRI PARAMETERS
Whole-brain blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) fMRI data
were acquired using a 1.5-T GE MRI scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin). Following saggital localization,
functional T2*-weighted images were acquired using an echoplanar single-shot gradient echo pulse sequence (matrix = 64⫻64 mm, repetition time = 3000 milliseconds, echo
time=30 milliseconds, field of view=240 mm [3.75⫻3.75⫻4-mm
voxels]). Images were acquired in 31 contiguous 4-mm axial slices
per brain volume, with each run lasting 5 minutes 18 seconds.
In the same session, a high-resolution T1-weighed anatomical
image was acquired to aid with spatial normalization (3dimensional spoiled gradient recalled acquisition in a steady state,
repetition time=8.1 milliseconds, echo time=3.2 milliseconds,
flip angle=20°, field of view=240 mm, 124 axial slices, thickness=1.0 mm, 256⫻256 acquisition matrix).
Data were analyzed within the framework of the general linear model using Analysis of Functional Neuroimages (AFNI).34
Both individual and group-level analyses were conducted. The
first 4 volumes in each scan series, collected before equilibrium magnetization was reached, were discarded. Motion correction was performed by registering all volumes in the EPI data
set to a volume collected close to acquisition of the highresolution anatomical data set.
The EPI data sets for each subject were spatially smoothed
(isotropic 6-mm kernel) to reduce variability among individuals and generate group maps. Next, the time series data were normalized by dividing the signal intensity of a voxel at each point
by the mean signal intensity of that voxel for each run and multiplying the result by 100, producing regression coefficients
representing the percentage of signal change. Regressors for 6
comment categories (self negative, self neutral, self positive, other
[he/she] negative, other [he/she] neutral, other [he/she] positive) were created by convolving the train of stimulus events
with a ␥-variate hemodynamic response function. Linear regression modeling was performed using these regressors plus
regressors for a first-order baseline drift function. This pro-

duced, for each voxel and each regressor, a ␤ coefficient and
its associated t statistic.
Voxel-wisegroupanalysesinvolvedtransformingsingle-subject
␤ coefficients into the standard coordinate space of Talairach
and Tournoux.35 Subsequently, a 2 (group: GSP, HC) ⫻2 (referential target: self, other) ⫻3 (valence: negative, neutral, positive) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to produce
statistical maps of the main effect of group and valence and
group⫻valence interaction (P⬍.005). In addition, and in accordance with our hypotheses, we applied an anatomically defined amygdala mask to tests of the group⫻referential
target⫻valence interaction (at P ⬍ .05). To correct for multiple comparisons for the whole-brain analysis at P⬍.005, we
performed a spatial clustering operation using AlphaSim (http:
//afni.nimh.nih.gov/pub/dist/doc/manual/AlphaSim.pdf) with
1000 Monte Carlo simulations taking into account the entire
EPI matrix. This procedure yielded a minimum cluster size of
6 voxels (337.5 mm3) with a mapwise false-positive probability of P⬍.05, corrected for multiple comparisons.
After observing hypothesized group differences, post hoc analyses were performed to facilitate interpretations. For these analyses, the average percentage of signal change was measured across
all voxels within each region of interest (ROI) generated from the
functional mask, and data were analyzed using appropriate follow-up tests within SPSS (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois).

FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY
We conducted a psychophysiological interaction analysis (http:
//afni.nimh.nih.gov/sscc/gangc/CD-CorrAna.html) to examine
connectivity between the amygdala and MPFC in the 3-way
group⫻referential target⫻valence interaction. Each individual
subject’s time series was converted to common Talairach space
according to his or her structural data set. The first eigenvariate
time series was extracted across all voxels within each of the amygdala ROIs generated from the 3-way group⫻referential
target⫻valence interaction mask. The BOLD signal at the seed
region was deconvolved using an assumed form of ␥ impulse response function implemented in AFNI before creating the interaction term. To examine activation specifically related to each
of the individual 6 events, the average signal across the 5 other
events was used as a covariate in the correlation analysis. The
proportion of the variation in the signal that could be explained
by the interaction between the seed and each of the 6 event types
was determined by squaring the resulting correlation coefficient associated with the interaction regressor. Correlation coefficients were converted to a gaussian variable using a Fisher
transformation formula to reduce the skew and normalize the
sampling distribution. Subsequently, a 2 (group: GSP, HC) ⫻2
(referential target: self, other) ⫻3 (valence: negative, neutral, positive) ANOVA was performed to produce a statistical map of the
3-way group⫻referential target⫻valence interaction (P⬍.005).
After observing hypothesized group⫻referential target⫻valence
interaction in the MPFC, post hoc analyses were performed to
facilitate interpretation of these differences. For these post hoc
analyses, the average percentage of signal change was measured
across all voxels within the MPFC ROI generated from the functional mask, and the data were analyzed using appropriate follow-up tests within SPSS.
RESULTS

EPI DATA
Blood oxygenation level–dependent response data were
analyzed by a 2 (group: GSP, HC) ⫻2 (referential tar-
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Table 2. Significant Areas of Activation for the GroupⴛReferential TargetⴛValence Interaction a
Region
R medial prefrontal cortex
R medial prefrontal cortex
L medial prefrontal cortex
R middle frontal gyrus
L anterior cingulate gyrus
L amygdala b
R amygdala b
L precentral gyrus
L postcentral gyrus
R precuneus
L precuneus

BA

mm3

x

y

z

F Value

9
8
8/9
6
24

380
16 828
822
1212
749
147
471
638
727
13 113
911

18
16
−26
27
−13
−23
24
−17
−41
9
−9

49
35
35
−9
3
−3
−2
−23
−23
−51
−51

33
48
38
61
44
−22
−22
54
50
54
53

8.18
12.53
9.78
10.18
8.49
3.32
3.71
9.89
9.99
12.99
11.50

4
3
7
7

Abbreviations: BA, Brodmann area; L, left; R, right.
a All activations are effects observed in whole-brain analyses significant at P⬍ .005 corrected for multiple comparisons (significant at P ⬍ .05).
b Significant at P ⬍.05 uncorrected for multiple comparisons.

get: self, other) ⫻3 (valence: negative, neutral, positive)
ANOVA. First, the main interaction with respect to our
predictions (group⫻referential target⫻valence) is described, providing a test of our a priori hypothesis. Next,
we briefly consider the secondary interaction with respect to our predictions (group⫻referential target).
Our principal interest was to determine whether patients with GSP show atypically increased BOLD responses to self-referential criticism within the MPFC and
amygdala. Consistent with this hypothesis, the 3-way
group⫻referential target⫻valence interaction was significant, both in the MPFC and bilateral amygdala (amygdala significant at P⬍.05, uncorrected for multiple comparisons) (Table 2) (Figure 1 and Figure 2). In line
with predictions, patients with GSP showed significantly greater BOLD responses in all regions to negative
comments about the self (self negative) relative to the HCs
(range, P ⬍ .01-.001 for the MPFC regions; P ⬍ .05,
p2 =0.160 for the right amygdala; P = .056, p2 = 0.175 for
the left amygdala). However, the 2 groups did not differ
significantly in the BOLD response for any of the regions for any of the other comments categories (self neutral; self positive; other negative; other neutral; other positive) (Table 2). Importantly, the significant group
difference in response to negative comments about the
self was not due to deactivations in the HCs; BOLD responses to negative and neutral comments about the self
did not differ significantly in that group (F = 1.61 and
F = 1.67; P=.22 and P=.21 for the left and right amygdala, respectively, and F = 2.14 and F = 3.94; P=.16 and
P=.06 for the left and right MPFC, respectively) (Figure 1
and Figure 2).
Independent of statement valence, the group⫻referential
target interaction identified 3 regions (Table 3). The 2
groups did not differ significantly in their responses to comments about others. However, in line with predictions, the
patients with GSP showed significantly greater BOLD
responses to comments about the self relative to the
HCs in the MPFC/Brodmann area (BA) 10 (F=13.01;
P⬍.005; x, y, z=−27, 76, 13). There was also a significant
group⫻referential target interaction in the right parahippocampal gyrus/amygdala; the patients with GSP again
showed significantly greater BOLD responses to comments
about the self relative to the HCs (F=9.38; P⬍.005). These

2-way interaction effects, observed in both regions, primarily reflected increased activation to self-referential negative comments, as reflected in the 3-way group⫻referential
target⫻valence interaction (see earlier).
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL INTERACTION
FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY ANALYSIS
The results from the interactions suggest that amygdalaMPFC relationships are important in task-related groupspecific differences. If true, one would expect group differences in amygdala-MPFC connectivity specifically on
trials involving self-referential negative comments. We
therefore used psychophysiological interaction to measure amygdala-MPFC functional connectivity, using the
amygdala ROIs from the 3-way group⫻referential
target⫻valence interaction.
The results from the 2 (group: GSP, HC) ⫻2 (referential target: self, other) ⫻3 (valence: negative, neutral,
positive) ANOVA involving the left amygdala identified
a region within the MPFC (F=7.71; P⬍.005; x, y, z=17,
29, 33) proximal to those identified by our main ANOVA,
where there was a significant 3-way group⫻referential
target⫻valence interaction. In line with predictions, the
strength of amygdala-MPFC connectivity was significantly greater for the GSP group relative to the HC group
to negative comments about the self (self negative)
(F=4.91; P ⬍ .05). However, the 2 groups did not differ
significantly in the amygdala-MPFC connectivity for any
of the other comments categories (F=0.32-4.00; P=.57.053). There was no significant 3-way group⫻referential
target⫻valence interaction for right amygdala–MPFC connectivity at P ⬍.005.
EPI–BEHAVIORAL MEASURES
CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS
Using correlational analysis, we examined whether there
was a significant relationship between level of symptoms in GSP as indexed by the Beck Anxiety Inventory,
Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale, or Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology and amygdala or MPFC activation to negative or positive, relative to neutral, comments about the self or others. Following correction for
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0.1

A

HC
GSP

% Signal Change R Amygdala

0.05

0

– 0.05

– 0.1

– 0.15

0.15

B

% Signal Change L Amygdala

0.1

0.05

0

– 0.05

– 0.1
Negative

Neutral

Positive

Negative

Self

Neutral

Positive

Other

Figure 1. Interactions of group⫻referential target⫻valence in the amygdala. Bold oxygen level–dependent responses within the right (R) amygdala (A) (x, y,
z = 24, −2, −22) and left (L) amygdala (B) (x, y, z=−23, −3, −22) to negative, neutral, and positive comments about the self or somebody else for the 2 groups.
HC indicates healthy comparison; GSP, generalized social phobia.

multiple comparisons, there was no significant correlation involving any of the regions for any of the comments categories or scales (Pearson r range = ±0.013 to
0.571).
BEHAVIORAL DATA
Ratings and reaction time (RT) data collected after scanning were analyzed by separate 2 (group: GSP, HC) ⫻2
(referential target: self, other) ⫻3 (valence: negative, neutral, positive) ANOVAs. For ratings, there was a significant main effect of valence (F = 289.24; P ⬍ .001); subjects rated the negative comments as significantly more
unpleasant (F= 213.28; P ⬍.001) and the positive comments as significantly more pleasant (F=217.03; P⬍.001)
relative to the neutral comments (mean [SE], negative,
2.37 [0.09]; positive, 5.42 [0.09]; neutral, 4.21 [0.06])
(Table 4). There was also a significant main effect of
referential target (F=10.79; P⬍.005); subjects rated the
comments about themselves more positively than the comments about others (mean [SE], self, 4.04 [0.04]; other,
3.95 [0.03]). There was a significant valence⫻group interaction (F=4.42; P ⬍.05) and a trend toward the GSP
group rating the negative comments as significantly more
unpleasant (F=3.11; P⬍.05, 1-tailed) than the HC group.

The 2 groups did not differ significantly in their ratings
of neutral comments. There was also a significant referential target⫻valence interaction (F = 59.07; P ⬍ .001);
subjects rated positive and neutral comments about the
self significantly more pleasant (F=65.17 and F=4.31;
P ⬍ .001 and P ⬍ .05, respectively) and negative comments significantly more unpleasant (F=50.85; P⬍.001)
than comments about others (Table 4). We also had
group⫻referential target⫻valence interaction effects. Patients with GSP rated self-referential negative comments as significantly more unpleasant than the HCs
(F=4.35; P⬍.05; mean [SE], GSP, 1.77 [0.10]; HC, 2.16
[0.16]). However, the 2 groups did not differ significantly in their ratings of neutral or positive comments
about the self or negative, neutral, or positive comments about others.
For RTs, there was a significant main effect of referential target (F=5.25; P⬍ .05); RTs to comments about
the self were significantly higher than RTs to comments
about others (mean [SE], self, 1112.42 [45.87] milliseconds; other, 1081.03 [49.62] milliseconds). There were
no other significant main effects, and there were no significant interactions (F= 0.09-2.02; P=.93-.65) (Table 4).
Finally, no correlations emerged between any RT index
and neural response within those regions of the frontal
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A
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– 0.05

– 0.1

0.12
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0.1
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Figure 2. Interactions of group⫻referential target⫻valence in the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC). Bold oxygen level–dependent responses within the right (R)
MPFC (A) (x, y, z = 16, 35, 48) and left (L) MPFC (B) (x, y, z=−26, 35, 38) to negative, neutral, and positive comments about the self or somebody else for the 2
groups. HC indicates healthy comparison; GSF, generalized social phobia.

cortex identified in other analyses (Pearson r range, ±0.001
to 0.444; P=.99-.009, not significant after correction for
multiple comparisons).
COMMENT

The current study addressed 2 questions on the nature of
BOLD responses to self- or other referential comments of
a critical, neutral, or complimentary nature. First, does GSPrelated hyperresponsiveness to social stimuli occur for any
valence language or is it specific to negative comments? Second, is it generalized or is it for self-referential language
only? Our data indicated that GSP-related hyperresponsiveness occurs specifically to negative comments, particularly negative self-referential comments.
Previous work implicates emotion-relevant hyperresponsiveness in GSP for one class of social stimuli, facial
expressions.4-6,8,9,11,36 Specifically, research shows that GSP
involves greater responding than in healthy subjects to a
variety of facial expressions, including negative (harsh, angry, fearful, or disgusted),4-6,8,9,11 positive,8 and neutral5,10
expressions. However, little work has directly examined the
neural response to other classes of social stimuli in GSP.
Because neutral or positive valence faces might convey threat

to patients with GSP, alternative stimulus classes may allow more refined explication of valence effects. The current data demonstrate such effects. Specifically, herein we
extend the previous work using faces by showing emotionrelevant increased responses in GSP to another class of social stimuli, language-based praise and criticism. We also
extend the previous work by showing that hyperresponsiveness occurs specifically to self-referential criticism rather
than to broader classes of stimuli.
Prior work shows that self-directed praise or criticism
can increase embarrassment. Given that embarrassment is
a concern in GSP, one might expect patients with GSP to
show greater BOLD responses than healthy subjects to selfdirected praise as well as criticism. However, this was not
seen. For all regions identified by group⫻referential
target⫻valence interactions, patients with GSP showed significantly increased BOLD responses, relative to HCs, only
to self-directed criticism. Interestingly, valence ratings provided by the 2 groups also demonstrated more negative ratings in GSP only for self-directed criticism. Arousal ratings collected subsequent to the study from 15 additional
healthy individuals who did not participate in the fMRI study
showed no significant difference between the arousal ratings for the positive and negative comments. These data
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Table 3. Significant Main Effect and Interaction Areas of Activation for Group and Referential Target and Valence a
Region
Moderated by referential target: self ⬎ other
L inferior frontal gyrus
R middle frontal gyrus
L medial prefrontal cortex b
L middle frontal gyrus
L middle temporal gyrus
R superior temporal gyrus
R superior temporal gyrus
L supramarginal gyrus
L lingual gyrus
R lingual gyrus
Moderated by valence
Negative = neutral ⬎ positive
L inferior frontal gyrus
L uncus/amygdala
L superior temporal gyrus
Negative ⬎ neutral ⬎ positive
L declive
L superior temporal gyrus
Group⫻referential target interaction
L medial prefrontal cortex
R parahippocampal gyrus/amygdala b
R parahippocampal gyrus
Group⫻valence interaction
L inferior frontal gyrus
L middle frontal gyrus
L cingulate gyrus
L parahippocampal gyrus
R declive
L thalamus
R supramarginal gyrus
R precuneus
R middle occipital gyrus
Referential target⫻valence interaction
R middle frontal gyrus
L middle frontal gyrus
R medial prefrontal cortex
L precentral gyrus
R postcentral gyrus
L superior temporal gyrus
R inferior parietal lobule

BA

mm3

x

y

z

F Value

45
45/46
9
6
22/41
22
21/38

3904
1033
321
752
9186
2993
456
588
614
439

−41
50
−20
−35
−44
45
49
−60
−28
28

22
25
36
−3
−43
−21
2
−57
−56
−73

17
23
25
47
9
−5
−10
33
−1
−9

26.10
16.54
10.72
24.64
33.41
22.04
19.11
20.31
21.81
14.27

22

4184
444
435

−42
−28
−50

15
−6
−1

24
−28
−3

11.93
8.20
9.70

21/22

975
3079

−37
−43

−66
−32

−19
−1

9.00
11.44

10

2529
175
535

−27
44
19

76
38
−21

13
41
−12

25.46
13.95
20.55

47
6
31

39
31
19

388
461
1765
466
504
2289
504
487
1242

−22
−30
−20
−25
40
−11
37
18
42

28
5
−50
−27
−68
−29
−47
−48
−77

0
41
28
−8
−17
5
26
30
4

7.67
7.67
11.97
7.38
8.68
9.28
10.58
9.80
10.40

6
10
10
6
5
40
40

1559
574
432
1517
855
807
548

16
−32
25
−56
14
−54
65

−2
41
48
4
−40
−48
−35

57
23
23
14
59
21
36

7.89
8.69
7.08
10.53
7.79
9.39
8.78

19
19

47

Abbreviations: See Table 2.
a All activations are effects observed in whole-brain analyses significant at P⬍ .005 corrected for multiple comparisons (significant at P ⬍ .05).
b Significant at P ⬍.005 uncorrected for multiple comparisons.

Table 4. Ratings and RTs for the 6 Comment Categories
Mean (SE)
Ratings
Comment Category
Self negative
Self neutral
Self positive
Other negative
Other neutral
Other positive

RTs

GSP

HC

GSP

HC

1.77 (0.10)
4.34 (0.13)
6.19 (0.10)
2.66 (0.19)
4.25 (0.11)
5.08 (0.18)

2.16 (0.16)
4.15 (0.05)
5.66 (0.17)
2.89 (0.13)
4.09 (0.05)
4.74 (0.14)

1079.14 (84.58)
1102.29 (92.63)
1115.67 (75.21)
1056.11 (82.79)
1100.61 (95.93)
1073.15 (89.45)

1165.91 (50.56)
1092.73 (45.10)
1118.79 (44.31)
1100.10 (51.19)
1071.04 (44.31)
1085.15 (54.15)

Abbreviations: GSP, generalized social phobia; HC, healthy comparison; RTs, reaction times.

suggest that our results are unlikely to be affected by differential levels of baseline arousal for positive and negative comments.

Previous work has reported increased amygdala response in patients with GSP to facial expressions.4,5,11 In
the current study, we found similarly increased amyg-
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dala BOLD response in the patients with GSP relative to
the HCs to self-referential criticism, another class of social stimuli. However, we also observed strong selective
differential responses in GSP to self-referential criticism
within the MPFC (BA 8, BA 9). Such MPFC differences
may reflect primary amygdala-activation differences, with
reverberating influences on the MPFC further emphasizing the critical role of the amygdala in GSP. Alternatively, given that prior work implicates the MPFC in selfrepresentations,23-29 the MPFC may modulate amygdala
engagement to initiate and maintain aspects of GSP. Thus,
GSP-related dysfunction may, at least partly, reflect negative attitude toward the self, particularly in response to
social stimuli, as instantiated in the MPFC.
In this regard, there are data to suggest that a subdivide might be made between the ventral and dorsal regions of the MPFC, with the ventral MPFC particularly
associated with self-referential/relevant processing24,26-28,37 and the dorsal MPFC associated more with
mentalizing about other people’s mental states.37-40 In the
current study, patients with GSP, relative to HCs, showed
significantly elevated responses to self-referential criticism in more dorsal regions of the MPFC (x, y, z=18,
49, 33; 16, 35, 48; and −26, 35, 38). This may suggest
enhanced fostering of representation of the other individuals’ mental states, particularly when patients with GSP
manifest concern about others’ views of the patient. However, future work is clearly needed to further investigate
this issue to determine the role and importance of MPFC
functioning in GSP. Future work also should consider
the other factors that might account for the differences
observed herein. For example, monitoring of physiological parameters, such as carbon dioxide or heart rate during EPI acquisition, might reveal the degree to which the
BOLD differences observed herein reflected differences
in peripheral physiology. Nevertheless, prior studies suggest that such physiological differences are unlikely to
account for the current results. That is, prior research finds
only weak associations between individual differences in
social anxiety and peripheral physiology,41-43 with no evidence of such differences on a task such as the one used
herein. Regardless, this issue has not received systematic investigation across different emotive conditions
within a balanced factorial design.
It is worth briefly considering cognitive models of GSP.
These emphasize the role of cognitive processes in the
maintenance of the disorder.30,31 For example, the Clark
and Wells30 model identifies 4 processes that contribute
to the maintenance of this anxiety: self-schemata, selffocused attention, in-situation safety behaviors, and anticipatory and postevent processing. The fourth maintaining factor, postevent processing, appears of most
relevance to the current data. Postevent processing refers to the tendency for individuals with social phobia
to engage in a detailed review or “post mortem” of events
following a social interaction. This conceptualization is
similar to the Rapee and Heimberg31 suggestion that social anxiety is generated and maintained by retrospective rumination. Work has shown that patients with GSP
maintain negative appraisals of task performance over time
(in contrast to healthy individuals who show increased
positivity over their performance with time44). Retro-

spective rumination is thought to be initiated by information elicited from external and internal cues during
the social event itself.31 In the current study, the patients with GSP showed significantly heightened amygdala and MPFC responses to negative “social” selfreferential appraisals. In short, it is possible that the
amygdala and MPFC mediate postevent processing/
retrospective rumination, maintaining a negative selfreferential evaluation in response to cues (in the current case, externally generated explicit cues).
In summary, we found that the neural response in GSP
to social comments was increased specifically to selfreferential comments, and in particular self-referential
comments that were critical. The regions implicated in
this increased neural response included regions of the
MPFC and the amygdala. Given that MPFC regions are
involved in representations of the self, it might be suggested that these regions, together with the amygdala, play
a primary role in the development and maintenance of
GSP and that the pathology in the disorder at least partly
reflects a negative attitude toward the self, particularly
in response to social stimuli—that in GSP what engages
the mind is others’ criticism. This highly contextdependent response in GSP helps constrain existing models of the disorder and may thus guide future therapeutic formulations in the treatment of the disorder.
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